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Abstract

This paper addresses feature tracking when frame-to-
frame motion is too large that the popular pyramidal
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker does not work.
To solve this problem, we estimate the motion at the deep-
est pyramid level by matching the horizontal (and verti-
cal) characteristic curves of the consecutive images. To
compute the motion estimates efficiently and effectively, we
use dynamic programming to minimize the cost function.
These motion estimates will serve as the coarse motion at
the deepest pyramid level which makes the residual motion
small enough such that the feature tracker can work well.
Experiments show that our method can make the feature
tracker suitable for features with large motion.

1 Introduction

Feature tracking is an important issue in many com-
puter vision applications. For examples, Sand and Teller [9]
aligned a pair of videos by using locally weighted regres-
sion to interpolate and extrapolate high-likelihood image
correspondences. To solve the emotion recognition prob-
lem in live video, Michel and Kaliouby [11] employed an
automatic facial feature tracker to perform face localiza-
tion and feature extraction. Tomasi and Kanade [10] solved
the shape and motion recovery problem with a factoriza-
tion method, which required a set of corresponding feature
points from an image sequence. To achieve these applica-
tions, a robust and reliable feature tracker is required.

Let I andJ be two consecutive images in an image se-
quence. For an image pointx = [u v]T , I(x) andJ(x)
are the intensity values ofx on imagesI andJ , respectively.
Given a feature point onI, the goal of the tracker is to find
the correspondence onJ . One of the available approaches
is to estimate the displacement vectord that minimizes the

sum of square differences (SSD) residual function

ε(d) =
∑

x∈W

(I(x)− J(x + d))2, (1)

whereW is a small integration window centered at the fea-
ture point. Here, the assumption is that the sampling rate
of the camera is sufficiently high that the frame-to-frame
motion is not too large, and the shutter speed is also fast
enough to capture any movement almost without blur and
smear. To solve the feature tracking problem using the SSD
method, Tomasi and Kanade [2] developed a feature tracker
based on the Newton-Raphson scheme proposed by Lucas
and Kanade [1]. Then, Shi and Tomasi [3] proposed an
affine model for the feature tracker with a feature selection
criterion to automatically select features that can be tracked
well. Following this work, Tommasini et al. [4] proposed an
automatic approach, calledX84, to rejecting spurious fea-
tures. In order to allow the tracker to handle larger motion,
people usually use a pyramidal implementation of the KLT
feature tracker in practice [6,7].

The above-mentioned methods provide sufficient accu-
racy and robustness when the frame-to-frame motion is not
too large. However, these methods are not suitable for
the image sequences containing heavy vibration, which can
hardly be avoided when using a handheld or mobile video
camera. In this paper, we propose a method to extend the
pyramidal KLT feature tracker to deal with the situation
where imagesI andJ are taken from widely different view-
points.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly describe the KLT feature tracker. The pyramidal im-
plementation of this feature tracker is also presented. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the algorithmic details about our method,
which estimates the coarse motion at the deepest pyramid
level by using dynamic programming to match the charac-
teristic curves. Experiments on realistic images are shown
in Section 4, while the conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2 KLT feature tracker

When the video camera is perfect and the translational
model can completely describe the inter-frame motion, we
can assume that a small image patch onI can be shifted
to J by using a small displacement vector, i.e., there is a
displacement vector which makes the residual function in
Equation (1) become zero. However, in practice, the re-
quirements usually can not be satisfied. As a result, the
problem is to find the displacement vectord that minimize
the SSD residual function.

The differential approach [12] is applied to minimize the
residual function in Equation (1). The first order Taylor ex-
pansion ofJ(x+d) about the pointx is used to approximate
J(x + d). Then, the first derivative ofε with respect tod
is taken to be zero. Letg =

[
∂I
∂u

∂I
∂v

]T
, we can obtain the

linear system
Gd = e, (2)

whereG is a2× 2 matrix

G =
∑

W

ggT , (3)

ande is a2× 1 vector

e = −
∑

W

(I − J)g. (4)

The displacement vectord for a feature pointx is com-
puted by using Equation (2) (i.e.,d = G−1e). To get an
accurate solution, KLT feature tracker iterates the above
procedure based on the Newton-Raphson scheme [1]. No-
tice that the translational model described in this section is
preferable to feature tracking, while the affine model pro-
posed in [3] should only be used to build a reliable rejection
scheme [4,6].

Automatically selecting good features is also an impor-
tant issue. The feature selection criterion of KLT feature
tracker is based on whether Equation (2) can be solved re-
liably. Let λ1 andλ2 be the two eigenvalues ofG. KLT
feature tracker classifies the image point as a good feature
if min(λ1, λ2) > λ, whereλ is a predefined threshold.

2.1 Pyramidal implementation of the KLT
feature tracker

In this subsection, we will describe the algorithmic de-
tails of using the image pyramid to enhance the KLT feature
tracker to handle relative large motion. Consider two con-
secutive imagesI andJ of an image sequence. We first
construct their pyramid representations in a recursive way.
Let I1 andJ1 (at pyramid level one) be the original imagesI
andJ , respectively. LetI2 be the image obtained by down-
samplingI1, I3 be the image by downsamplingI2, and so

on. Denote the height of the image pyramid asLmax. We
shall continue the construction of the image pyramid ofI
until we obtain imageILmax at the deepest pyramid level
Lmax. Similarly, we can obtain imagesJ2, J3, . . . , JLmax

for imageJ .
After constructing the image pyramids ofI andJ , we

apply the pyramidal KLT feature tracker whose details are
shown below. LetdLmax be the displacement vector at the
deepest pyramid levelLmax. Then, the first step computes
dLmax by minimizing the residual function

ε(dLmax) =
∑

x∈W

(ILmax(x)− JLmax(x + d))2, (5)

where W is a small integration window centered at the
feature point on the deepest pyramid levelLmax. Notice
that Equation (5) is similar to Equation (1). The second
step propagates the displacement vector obtained from the
deeper levelk + 1 to levelk by minimizing the function

ε(δdk) =
∑

x∈W

(Ik(x)− Jk(x + sdk+1 + δdk))2, (6)

wheredk+1 is the displacement vector at levelk + 1, ands
is the downsampling factor used in constructing the image
pyramids. Here,sdk+1 denotes the coarse motion at level
k, andδdk denotes the fine motion at levelk. Notice that the
displacement vectordk at levelk is the sum ofsdk+1 and
δdk. The second step described above will be repeated until
the estimate ofd1 at level one is obtained. This pyramidal
implementation of the KLT feature tracker has been adopted
by Bouguet [6], and also by Birchfield [7].

3 Accommodating very large motion

The assumption of using the approximation of the first
order Taylor expansion in the KLT feature tracker [6] is that
theL2-norm of the displacement vector is small enough (for
example, less than some thresholdη). Consider a feature
point whose true displacement vector isd∗. Letd∗k = d∗

sk−1 ,
which is the true displacement vector of the feature point at
level k. When constructing the image pyramids, the use of
a large enoughLmax will make d∗Lmax

small enough such
that the assumption mentioned above can be satisfied at the
deepest pyramid level, i.e.,| d∗

sLmax−1 |2 < η, where|.|2 de-
notes theL2-norm.

In practice,Lmax is chosen to be a small number; other-
wise, the image size ofILmax andJLmax will be too small to
carry enough details for each feature. For example, Figure 1
shows four corresponding integration windows, centered at
the same feature point, on four different pyramid levels. It
can be seen that the feature point dissolves when the height
of the image pyramid is too large. WhenLmax is small and
d∗ is large, the assumption of| d∗

sLmax−1 |2 < η may not hold
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Figure 1: An example used to explain why the height of the
image pyramid is usually quite limited. From left to right,
we show the integration windows, centered at the same fea-
ture point, on pyramid level 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. No-
tice that the sizes of the integration windows are the same
at different levels.

anymore. For those cases, our method provides an effective
and efficient solution by computing the motion estimatesdx

anddy (one for x-axis and the other for y-axis) at the deep-
est pyramid levelLmax. The effect of computingdx anddy

is to provide a coarse motion at levelLmax which makes
the residual motion small enough to satisfy the assumption.
For example, consider a feature pointx = [u v]T . To
compute the displacement vectordLmax in the first step of
the pyramidal KLT feature tracker, we now use Equation
(6), where[dx(u) dy(v)]T will serve as the coarse motion
at the deepest pyramid level.

3.1 Characteristic curves

DefineϕI
x as the characteristic curve for x-axis computed

from imageI. Each value on the curve equals to the average
of the pixel values of the corresponding column on image
I, i.e.,

ϕI
x(i) =

1
M

∑

s∈coli

I(s) ∀i = 1, . . . , N, (7)

wherecoli represents theith column,M is the number of
rows in the image, andN is the number of columns in the
image. Similarly, we can compute the characteristic curve
ϕI

y for y-axis from imageI by using the function

ϕI
y(i) =

1
N

∑
s∈rowi

I(s) ∀i = 1, . . . , M, (8)

whererowi represents theith row. One example of the two
characteristic curvesϕI

x andϕJ
x for imagesI andJ has been

shown on the top of Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), respec-
tively.

After the four curvesϕI
x, ϕI

y, ϕJ
x , and ϕJ

y have been
computed for the consecutive imagesI andJ , we compute
the motion estimatedx by matching the two characteristic
curvesϕI

x andϕJ
x . In the same manner, the motion estimate

dy can be computed by matching the other two character-
istic curvesϕI

y andϕJ
y . Similar idea of using the charac-

teristic curves has been adopted by Piva et al. [5] to solve

the video stabilization problem. However, in their work, no
feature points are used.

3.2 Motion estimation at the deepest pyramid
level

In order to match two one-dimensional curves, many dif-
ferent methods have been proposed in the literature. The
differential approach [12] has also been used to match two
one-dimensional curves. But this approach is not suitable to
match curves when very large moves are allowed. Minimiz-
ing the mean square error (MSE) between the two curves [5]
might be the simplest solution. However, this method can
only give a global displacement between these two curves,
and the computational cost of this method is high. Boykov
et al. [8] proposed two algorithms (swap move and expan-
sion move) that used graph cuts to solve the energy mini-
mization problem by computing a local minimum. These
two algorithms are both suitable to match curves even when
very large moves are allowed. However, computing the lo-
cal minimum via graph cuts needs to perform iterations until
the convergence of the energy is occurred. Again, the com-
putational cost is too high for an real-time feature tracker.

In this paper, we adopt the technique of dynamic pro-
gramming, which makes an exhaustive search for the opti-
mal piecewise match sequences between the two curvesϕI

x

andϕJ
x . For brevity, we only show how to compute the mo-

tion estimatedx by matching the two characteristic curves
ϕI

x andϕJ
x . The motion estimatedy can be computed in the

same manner. The algorithmic details of the motion estima-
tor are shown below. Let setP be the domain of the function
(or curve)ϕI

x, i.e.,P = (1, . . . , N), whereN is the number
of columns in the image. For each elementp ∈ P, we need
to assign a labelf(p), which represents the displacement, to
the elementp. Moreover, we allow that the motion estima-
tor can assign the labelOcc (abbreviation of “occlusion”)
to the elementp when the elementp is considered to be oc-
cluded. The goal of the motion estimator is to find the best
labelingf that assigns a labelf(p) to each elementp ∈ P.

Define vectorA = (a1, a2, . . . , an) be the ordered set of
elementp ∈ P wheref(p) 6= Occ. The motion estimator
finds the optimal labelingf by minimizing the cost function

C(f) = Cdata(f) + Csmooth(f) + Cocc(f), (9)

where

Cdata(f) =
∑

∀p∈A
[ϕI

x(p)− ϕJ
x(p + f(p))]2, (10)

Csmooth(f) =
∑

∀ai,ai+1

γs|f(ai)− f(ai+1)|, (11)

Cocc(f) =
∑

∀p∈P/A
γo. (12)
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(a) ImageI (b) ImageJ

Figure 2: One example of two consecutive imagesI andJ in an image sequence are shown on the bottom of each image. The
characteristic curves for x-axis computed from imagesI andJ are shown on the top of each image. There are 40 features
automatically selected to be tracked on iamgeI. On imageJ , we show the tracking results of our feature tracker. Most of
the lost features are due to the reason that they are outside the image boundary.

The penaltyγs in Equation (11) is used to penalize the sit-
uations where discontinuity is occurred. On the other hand,
the penaltyγo in Equation (12) serves as a threshold that
affects whether the motion estimator should assign a label
Occ to the elementp ∈ P.

The data termCdata(f) is inversely proportional to the
possibility of assigning every elementp ∈ A a labelf(p).
This possibility is measured based on the similarity between
the values of the two curvesϕI

x andϕJ
x on p andp + f(p),

respectively. The smooth termCsmooth(f) is used to ensure
that the labeling is piecewise smooth, whileCocc(f) makes
the motion estimator assign labelOcc to a elementp only
whenp seems to be occluded.

We minimize the cost function via dynamic program-
ming. After finding the optimal labeling, the motion esti-
mator computes the motion estimatedx by using the func-
tion

dx(i) =
1

sLmax−1
f(i) ∀i ∈ A, (13)

wheres is the downsampling factor andLmax is the height
of the image pyramids. For those elements inP/A, we
compute their motion estimates by interpolating the dis-
placements of the elements in the neighborhood.

Once the coarse motiondx anddy are determined by our
motion estimator, it can be used to computedLmax

at the
deepest pyramid levelLmax by using Equation (6). Fig-
ure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show an example of the tracking
results.

3.3 Feature tracker with pre-checking

To improve the efficiency, we introduce a feature re-
jection scheme by pre-checking the quality of the features
based on the motion estimatesdx anddy. The goal of the
pre-checking step is to identify those features which would
obviously fall outside of the image boundary in the subse-
quent image. When a feature is rejected during the pre-
checking step, the feature tracker will directly denote that
this feature has been lost. Therefore, no computational
power is wasted on tracking such features.

Consider a feature pointx = [u v]T . During the pre-
checking step, the feature tracker classifiesx as a lost fea-
ture when one of the following conditions is satisfied.

{
u + dx(u) > N
v + dy(v) > M.

(14)

Notice that pre-checking is an intrinsic property when using
a motion estimator to provide a coarse motion in the deepest
pyramid level. After the feature points are displaced by the
coarse motion, the feature tracker can track these features
only when they are still inside the image boundary.

4 Results and comparisons

Our method has been widely tested in a series of realistic
image sequences. Here, we compare the tracking results
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(a) ForSnowimage sequence (b) ForBuilding image sequence

Figure 3: Comparison between the number of the tracked features. Powderblue: the tracking results by using Birchfield’s
implementation. Orange: the tracking results improved by using our method.

obtained by our feature tracker with those by Birchfield’s
implementation [7]. We do the experiments on a Pentium
M 1.3GHz laptop.
Snow(see Figure 2 and Figure 4). Consider the test images
taken from a 71-frame video clip (320×240 pixels for each
frame), which can be downloaded athttp://iss.bu.
edu/litvin/stabilization/ . Because this video
was acquired using a handheld video camera, some heavy
vibration occurred, which made it difficult to track features
with high accuracy and reliability. In the experiments, 40
features were selected automatically in the first frame. If
some features are lost in the subsequent frames, we replace
them with the new ones. Figure 3(a) shows the number of
tracked features after the40th frame, where the video con-
tains heavy vibration. It can be seen that our method per-
forms much better. Table 1 compares the running time of
tracking the entire image sequence. The running times are
evaluated by computing the average running time of five
experiments. In this experiment, the computational costs of
these two feature trackers are similar, even though we adopt
the dynamic programming to estimate the coarse motion.
The reason is due to the pre-checking step, which improves
the efficiency.

Table 1: Comparison between the running times

Birchfield’s Ours

6.347 sec. 6.370 sec.

Building . (see Figure 5) Consider the 73-frame video clip
(480 × 320 pixels for each frame), which contains heavy
vibration. In this experiment, 256 features are selected au-
tomatically in the first frame. Again, we replace the lost
features with the new ones. Figure 3(b) compares the num-
ber of tracked features for even frames. Table 2 com-
pares the running time of tracking this image sequence. In

Figure 4: The tracking result of the same image pair in
Figure 2 by using Birchfield’s implementation. The fea-
ture tracker fails due to the large motion between this pair
of consecutive images. Notice that the tracked feature is a
spurious correspondence.

this experiment, our feature tracker performs more efficient
than Birchfield’s implementation by using the pre-checking
method to reject the features which are potentially outside
the image boundary in the subsequent frame.

Table 2: Comparison between the running times

Birchfield’s Ours

20.841 sec. 17.370 sec.

5 Conclusions

We employ an effective and efficient motion estimator
to give pyramidal KLT feature tracker a coarse motion for
each feature at the deepest pyramid level. The motion es-
timator computes the coarse motion by using dynamic pro-
gramming to minimize the cost function. At the price of a
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(a) ImageI (b) Birchfield’s implementation (c) Our method

(d) ImageI (e) Birchfield’s implementation (f) Our method

Figure 5: (a)-(c) and (d)-(f) show two examples of the tracking results. Notice that many of the tracked features by using
Birchfield’s implementation are spurious correspondences.

little computational cost, our method can track features in
image sequences that contain heavy vibration.
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